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TITLE




This paper presents an improved method to upwind the Euler part of the uxes with the
Reynolds-stress closure model. This new method takes account the anisotropic nature of
the Reynolds-stresses. Method uses information of the production of the kinetic energy of
turbulence. Resulting eigenvalues shows eect of the anisotropy. The characteristic variables
and the right eigenvector matrix are relatively complex.
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1When the closure model is applied the primitive, the convervative and the ux vector





























































































































































































































For simplicity, diagonalization is made for primitive equations. Next write inviscid forms of

































































































































To be able to diagonalized the Jacobian matrix we need to take account production















































































































The rst and the last one in a right hand side are treated as a viscous terms and are neglected





















































































































































0 0 0 0 0 u 0





























To produce eigenvalues use
Det(A
0
   I) = 0
eigenvalues are
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First write matrixes without c and after that with it. With c's you can nd in le
/math/reiska/uudetsvaannot10 (tai ainakin jokin versio).
3in this paper at mathematica










r3ms simplied right eigenvector present here
M m1 primitive to conservative
M
 1
mm1 conservative to primitive
L l3 eigenvector (primitive)
L
 1
l3m right eigenvectors (primitive)
L
 1
l3ms simplied right eigenvectors (primitive) present here
 lambda3 eigenvalue vector
 lambda3c eigenvalue vector with c



























1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
u  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 uu22  2 v u12




































































v u 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0





































3u11 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0
2u12 u11 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0
2u13 0 u11 0 0 0 u 0 0 0
u22 2u12 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0
u23 u13 u12 0 0 0 0 0 u 0
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